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Tournament Philosophy & Opening Thoughts (2016) 
What you should know: Many people say that a tournament is not a simulation of a 
fight, but a game designed to draw out specific behaviors. I think it can be both, and 
that is what NYHF-Point is about.  

- Mike Edelson, Event Director 

 

One of the great benefits of non-standardization of rulesets is that it keeps us training "the art" as the 
central study rather than constantly working towards gaming a particular tournament ruleset. 

 

Even with the wide variety of rulesets that differ from tournament-to-tournament, some common 
patterns pop up, so it's easy to call a ruleset "Nordic-Inspired" or "Longpoint-Inspired". Common 
descriptors include whether or not it has a fully-weighted afterblow rule, how clean hits are scored, 
and whether the timer stops between exchanges. 

 

The common thread through these formats is that two fencers are in a ring accumulating points for a 
set period of time, and whoever has the most points, or whoever reaches a particular limit is named 
the winner. It's easy to even take for granted the format of pools and eliminations -- it's even easier 
to take for granted the concept of "points" in a match. 

 

Mike wanted to make a tournament in which getting hit is a big deal. He wanted matches to be 
single-exchange, and he wanted to severely punish double-hits and failure-to-withdraw. 

The Fechtschule New York 2016 tournament ruleset aims to accomplish these goals. We ended up 
tossing the "standard" tournament format a little bit on its head. As you read through this ruleset, 
keep in mind the following behaviors that we're trying to incentivize. 

● Encourage application of historical technique 
● Encourage a focus on protecting yourself from harm before, during, and after you strike 
● Encourage a mindset that in a single exchange, you only get one chance. 
● Encourage fencers to strike lethal and deep targets 
● Discourage and disincentivize suicidal behavior 
● Discourage ineffective strikes 
● Discourage fencers from giving up "easy" targets 
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Along the way, while writing up this ruleset, we came across the typical thought-experiment 
edge-cases and special scenarios of  "What if X happens?" or "Isn't Y just incentivizing you to Z?" or 
"I didn't tell you that I wanted ABC to be mandatory, but I wanted ABC to be mandatory." (thanks, 
Mike)  Some of these rules were logical conclusions of other rules we thought were a great idea, 
some of these came out due to testing, and some came out due to a lack of mind-reading abilities on 
the part of tournament staff.  

 

Either way, the point is that a ruleset is just as much of an experiment as it is the laws of an 
elaborate multi-player fencing game. I hope that you enjoy this experiment and that it helps further 
your study and practice of your art. 

-Toby Hall, Tournament Manager 
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Match Proceedings 
Match Officials and Participants 
Each match will be presided over by a Match Director and two Points Judges. 
 
The role of the Points Judges is to: 

1. Be assigned to watch either the RED or BLACK fencer during the match with an eye on 
target and quality. 

2. Observe the fight from a position to best assess strikes from his/her assigned fencer 
3. Loudly and clearly call "POINT" when his/her assigned fencer executes a counting blow 
4. Signal semaphores to clearly and confidently communicate the exchange to the Match 

Director 
5. Provide the Director with additional information on request to assist the Director in 

evaluating a decision 
 
Note: A Points Judge will NOT call "POINT" in the event that a no-quality hit is delivered. 
 
The role of the Match Director is to: 

1. Direct fencers and judges through the proceedings of the match 
2. Loudly call "HALT" after judges call "POINT", or at other times at which the director 

determines that a point was made. 
3. Observe both fencers during the match with an eye on target and sequence 
4. Interpret and evaluate the judges' calls. 
5. Preside over disputes including judgement protests 
6. Keep clear communication with other tournament officials of match proceedings 
7. Have the final say in determining the outcome of the exchange 

Match Semaphores 
 
Judges will be equipped with a single baton, which they shall use to indicate to the director what 
their observations. 
 
When HALT is called, judges will immediately look down towards the ground. When the director 
calls JUDGES, the judges will immediately signal with the batton. 
 
The five semaphores are: 

● Quality Strike to a Vital target: Batton is held vertically above the head 
● Quality Strike to a Non-vital target: Batton is head horizontally to the side 
● Quality Strike to Vital Target with Lights-Out Rule: Point Batton at own Head 
● No Strike or No Quality: cross baton downwards over opposite wrist 
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● Signaling the director for conference: point baton directly at director 

Fencing Area 
 
There shall be a rectangular match area resembling a lane marked on the ground loosely 
marking the borders of the fencing area, hereby referred to as the lane. The lane will be wide 
enough to step off line, and maneuver, but should be a bit too narrow to make "circling" feel 
comfortable. Approx 8'-10' wide. (Actual size TBD) 
 
There shall be two marks on the ground equal distance from the center of the lane at which the 
fencers will start the match. 
 
Pushing a fencer out of bounds will not be a scoring action. Fighters who deliberately push their 
opponents out of bounds or deliberately retreat out of bounds will receive a warning. Further 
violations will result in loss of match. A fencer who steps out of bounds deliberately (resulting in 
a safety hold) will also receive a single warning followed by loss of match. 
 
Accidentally going out of bounds will result in a safety hold called at the discretion of the director 
and will result in resetting of the match. The Director will determine whether the action was 
intentional or accidental, and his or her decision is final.  
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Gear Requirements 
All fighters will present themselves and their equipment to the equipment inspector prior to the 
beginning of the tournament for compliance inspection and approval. 
 
The Open Steel tournament at Fechtschule New York is a "bring-your-own-sword" competition. 
Weapons will not be provided by the event.  
 
Participants must provide and wear the following: 
 

1. Weapon: Fighters will provide their own sword from this approved list, all of which have 
seen extensive use in international competitions (or comparable events) and have 
reputations for durability, safety, and quality.  
 
Fighters wishing to use a sword not on this list must inquire with toby.m.hall@gmail.com 
at least one week before the tournament date. The Tournament staff and administration 
will not review off-brand/off-model weapons on-site at Fechtschule New York 2017 
unless previous arrangements have been made.  
 
All models of sword not featuring an integral safety tip/button/rolled tip at least 1 
centimeter wide must be tipped with a metal washer (or equivalent) and sturdy leather or 
arrowhead blunt properly secured with strong tape. 
 
The maximum overall length for feders is 54" (137cm). 
 
All tips must either be lightly-colored or have lightly-colored tape on them to assist 
judges in seeing thrusts. White, yellow, and florescent orange, green, or pink are all 
acceptable. 
 
Approved makers and models for 2017: 

○ Regenyei Feders  
○ Pavel Moc Feders 
○ Ensifer Feders  
○ Mac Arms Feders  
○ SGT Blades Feders  
○ Black Horse Feders  
○ Chlebowski Feders  
○ Albion Meyer  
○ Arms & Armor Fechterspiel or Fechtbuch Sword  
○ Comfort Fencing “Dobringer” Feder  
○ Darkwood Armory Feders  
○ Baltimore Sword and Knife Works Feders  
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○ Castille Armory Feders 
○ Landsknecht Feders 

 
2. Mask w/ Back of Head Protection: 3-weapon mask in good condition with no 

discernible rusting, breaches of the mesh, tongue, or bib. The mask must completely 
cover the participant’s ears and be neither too large nor small to snugly fit the 
competitor. Other headgear (i.e. steel helmets) will be allowed pending inspection for 
similar criteria as above.  

3. Neck Protection: Some form of rigid neck protection that covers the larynx must be 
worn. 

4. Gauntlets: Fighters must wear gloves or gauntlets which protect the hand, fingers, and 
the portion of the wrist nearest the hand. Gauntlets must have rigid and padded 
protection; unpadded gloves are not sufficient. Steel gauntlets are acceptable but the 
wearer shall NOT use hand-based striking techniques in a match. 

○ Absolute Force gloves, Sparring gloves (“Ensifers”), Black Lance gloves, Comfort 
Fencing gloves, SPES plastic clamshell gauntlets, Destroyer Modz, St. Marks 
Koning, steel gauntlets, or modified lacrosse/hockey gloves with significant rigid 
exoskeleton and fingertip protection are required. Modified gloves will be 
approved on a case-by-case basis by tournament staff. Unmodified Red Dragons 
and lacrosse/hockey gloves are expressly forbidden. Contact us if you have any 
questions about the acceptability of your gloves. Gloves not on this list must be 
pre-approved. No exceptions will be granted on the day of the tournament.  

5. Groin/Breast Protection: Use of rigid groin protection (cup/box) is mandatory for males. 
Females are strongly encouraged to wear rigid breast protection. Pelvic protectors are 
recommended for female participants. Rigid chest protection is recommended for all 
participants. 

6. Jacket: Fighters must wear a padded jacket that completely covers the torso, back, and 
arms. Coaches fencing jackets, padded reproduction gambesons, and purpose-built 
HEMA jackets are recommended. Gaps in the armpits are not acceptable. 

7. Elbow/Knee Protection: Use of rigid elbow and knee protection is mandatory. The 
protection must completely cover the knee and elbow. 

8. Footwear: Fighters must wear some kind of enclosed toe footwear. Historical 
reproduction footwear is acceptable, as are minimalist shoes. 

9. Shin: Rigid shin protection is mandatory 
10. Forearm protection: Some form of rigid or semi-rigid (e.g. hard rubber like a Sparring 

Gloves cuff) forearm protection is required in all Longsword tournaments. Some types of 
gauntlets (e.g. Sparring Gloves, some DMZ models, etc.) are acceptable in this regard if 
the integrated forearm cuff extends far enough to cover most of the forearm (use sound 
judgment to define "most of") SPES Heavy Gloves, and St. Marks Koning gloves are an 
example of gloves *without* sufficient forearm protection. Separate, purpose built 
forearm protection is highly recommended. 
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Match Progression 
1. The Director or Lane Boss will call both fencers to the lane. 
2. The Director will direct fencers to take their places in the lane. At which point they may 

salute, exchange sword-taps, pleasantries, etc. 
3. The director will check with match staff ("Judges Ready?") and with the fencers ("fencers 

Ready?") then will signal for the match to begin ("FENCE") 
4. When either judge witnesses a quality strike, they will call "POINT". 
5. The Director, at his/her sole discretion, will call "HALT" a reasonable amount of time 

after the "POINT" 
6. On hearing "HALT," both fencers must immediately cease fencing, and return to their 

mark. 
7. The director will call "Judges" and each judge will signal their semaphores. 
8. The director will evaluate the semaphores of the judges and loudly/clearly declare the 

match decision. 
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Match Scoring 

Target areas 
Targets are broken up into Vital and Non-Vital scoring areas. 

● Vital areas include the Head, Torso, and Upper Openings to the seam of the shoulder 
● Non-Vital areas include legs, arms, and hands 

 

Quality Points 
A POINT is called when a fencer executes a quality hit to one of the above openings. 
Quality Thrusts are defined as: 

● Thrusts with the point that apply positive force on the target fencer 
 
Quality Hews are defined as: (inclusive) 

● Hews with the edge of the blade 
● Hews with the weak of the blade 
● Hews that are percussive 
● Hews that clearly and solidly strike the target 

 
Quality Slices are defined as: (inclusive) 

● Slices performed with the edge of the blade 
● Slices that apply positive pressure on the target fencer 
● Slices that travel at least half of the length of the blade 
● Slices via push/pull cut must target the face or neck 
● Slices to the wrist must control the opponent's hands via hand-pressing that controls and 

successfully nullifies a threat for 2 counts, and will count as a non-vital strike. (Director or 
Judge may call the point) 

 
Controlled Pommel strikes to the head are considered quality points 
 
A Push-kicking above the belt is allowed, but is not considered a quality strike 
Techniques that rely on joint manipulation to elicit pain aversion are disallowed 

Grappling and Takedowns 
 
Takedowns resulting from grappling or throwing is considered a quality point only if the thrower 
can present a threat with the weapon. The fencer who has been thrown, if no threat is 
presented, the thrown fighter may attack the opponent for a point-scoring strike, or may attempt 
to get up and continue fighting. 
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IMPORTANT: The threat has to be presented, not delivered. If you can avoid it, do not strike an 
opponent on the ground. Once a threat is presented, a halt will be called, and no action taken 
after the presentation of a threat (after a throw) will be counted. 
 
In the event that there is a grapple and both fighters go to ground, the director will call halt and 
the exchange will not be counted. The director will reset the fighters, and the duel will start 
again. 
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Match Results 
The definition of a "clean" strike in the descriptions below means a quality point performed 
successfully by one fencer, without the other fencer also successfully executing a quality point. 
In other words, non-quality effort will not negate a "clean" point. 
 
Clean Strike Rule: A clean strike to any target is an outright win 
Lights out Rule: A thrust or hew, or pommel-strike to the head in clear sequence will negate an 
afterblow, and therefore count as a win. Presenting a threat after a clean throw will also count 
as a win.  

● Example A: if Fighter A strikes Fighter B solidly upon the head, and a Judge calls 
POINT.  Fighter B responds with an afterblow to any target before HALT is called. 
Fighter A’s head strike will negate Fighter B’s afterblow. Fighter A wins the match by the 
Lights Out Rule 

● Example B: if Fighter A strikes Fighter B to the hands, then follows up with a strike to 
the head, but Fighter B conducts an afterblow to a non-vital target simultaneously to the 
head strike, Fighter A's head shot will not negate Fighter B's non-vital hit, and fighter A 
will receive a push (A gets credit for the greater hit, and B gets credit for the 
afterblow/double non-vital hit) per the Target Priority Rule. 

Double-Kill Rule: Doubles and after-blows to equal targets will result in losses for both fencers 
Target Priority Rule: An exchange that ends in doubles or after-blows to unequal targets will 
result in a loss for the fencer who was struck in a vital area, and will result in a push to the 
fencer who struck the vital area. 
 
Win Conditions 

● [CLEAN STRIKE RULE] A fencer is awarded a WIN for a clean quality point to any 
target. 

● [LIGHTS OUT RULE] A fencer is awarded a WIN for a point to the head, but also gets 
struck in an afterblow that occurs in a clear and distinct sequence. 

 
Push Conditions 

● [TARGET PRIORITY RULE] A fencer is awarded a PUSH if they land a quality point to a 
vital target while receiving a strike to a non-vital target (regardless of sequence) 

 
Loss Conditions 

● [CLEAN STRIKE RULE]  A fencer is awarded a LOSS for receiving a clean quality strike 
to any target 

● [LIGHTS OUT RULE] A fencer is awarded a LOSS if they are clearly and distinctly 
struck to the head with a hew or a thrust 

● [TARGET PRIORITY RULE] A fencer is awarded a LOSS in the event that they are 
struck to a vital target and also receives a strike to a non-vital target (regardless of 
sequence) 
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● [DOUBLE-KILL RULE] Both fencers are awarded a LOSS in the event that there is a 
double-hit or hit and afterblow to equal targets. 
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Tournament Progression 

Overall Format - Points, Elimination, and Scoring 
The tournament will progress through a series of pools in which fencers will be matched up 
against a variety of opponents. After every round of pools, the pools will be reshuffled 
 
In the pools, fencers will accumulate wins and losses which translate into a fencer's tournament 
score. Fencer's win/loss record (and therefore scores) are cumulative across the multiple pool 
rounds. 
 
Pools will progress from the Seeding Pools to Elimination Pools, and finally to the Final Pool. 

Seeding Pools 
The tournament will begin with two consecutive seeding pool rounds consisting of roughly 10 
fighters each. 
 
The first set of seeding pools will be determined by tournament staff prior to the beginning of the 
tournament, but an attempt will be made to fill each pool participants of skill levels 
representative of cross-section of the participants. 
 
After all of the matches of the first pool round have been completed, second round of pools will 
be set up using the fighter's records (scores) from the first round for seeding purposes for a 
regular (mixed) dispersion of ranks/record/skill 
 
In each of the seeding pools, a 10-fencer pool yields 45 matches. 

Elimination Pools 
After the second round of seeding pools are finished, pools continue with a slightly different 
format. Whereas the purpose/role of the first two pools is to determine relative rank in the field, 
the purpose of the elimination pools is to narrow the field by matching fencers against others of 
their particular skill level/rank. 
 
Elimination pools will be held of smaller groups (5-6 rather than 10) and will feature an 
elimination system. If any fighter's total losses exceed to tournament limit, they are immediately 
eliminated, and any remaining matches in their pool will revert to a BYE/Push for the opponent. 
 
To facilitate pool creation, fighters will be split into skill bands from which pools should be 
created. Skill-band size will depend on the number of fighters remaining. 
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Final Pool 
Once the field has been eliminated down to eight or fewer participants, matches will cease at 
the end of the current pool 
 
The final pool will be drawn from the top 8 fighters with any 2-way ties being determined by the 
fighters' heads-up rating. Any 3-way ties (or greater) will result in a mini-pool. 
 
Win/Loss/Push records and score will be reset for the final pool. 
 
At the conclusion of the final pool, finalists will be ranked based on their respective scores in the 
final pool for 1st-8th place, with any ties being determined by heads-up record from the finals (2 
fighter-tie) or a mini-pool (3+ person tie). 
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FAQ and Miscellaneous 
Send messages/questions to Toby Hall on Facebook. Common questions or explanations will 
be added below. 
 
Why lanes? isn't that for sport fencers? 
 
Lanes were selected mostly due to space and time constraints. With ~80 competitors, we'll be 
running likely around 1000 matches, and we need the real estate. Rings would limit us to 2 
matches at a time whereas lanes allow us to run 4-6 at a time. 
 
Secondly, circling is discouraged, as it doesn't add much tactically to an exchange, and often 
just prolongs the pre-engagement stand-off. It's also confusing to the judges. Rings work well for 
some formats, but we're opting for lanes here. 
 
Why aren't you awarding points for ring-outs? 
 
We're testing ability with a sword, not your ability to push someone out of an arbitrary barrier. In 
some ways, we **are** punishing ring-outs, but only intentional use of the boundaries for 
gaming points. 
 
If fencer A advances on fencer B and physically pushes Fencer B out of the lane, that's a 
warning for fencer A. 
 
If Fencer A advances on Fencer B, and Fencer B retreats out of the lane rather than standing 
ground and engaging with the sword, that's a warning for Fencer B. 
 
What's a "Push?" Why is it called a "Push?" 
 
A "Push" is an indication that you scored a hit to a vital target while also receiving a blow to a 
non-vital target. In our simulation, it means that you've vitally wounded your opponent, but you 
did not come out unscathed yourself. 
 
The concept of the push is important for scoring and seeding. It means that you did not win the 
match, but you did not lose the match either. For all intents and purposes with regards to your 
tournament score, it's as if (for you) the match never happened, but your opponent still gets a 
loss. In other words, you do not gain any points, but you also do not lose any lives, but your 
opponent loses a life. 
 
The term "push" comes from blackjack. It refers to a hand in which you neither win nor lose. 
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ChangeLog 
May 13, 2016 

● Initial Draft Published 
May 14, 2016 

● Semaphores section added 
● Lights out section examples clarified 
● Updated FAQ 

May 17, 2016 
● Added Changelog 
● Updated FAQ 

June 6, 2016 
● Updated to reflect day-of-event changes including: 

○ Calculation of score 
○ Modifications to grappling ruleset 
○ Clarifications of number of lives used at FNY 2016 
○ Clarifications of the proceedings of the elimination pools and final 

May 25, 2017 
● Updated for 2017 
● "Lives" removed -- replaced with score 
● Gear Requirements added 
● Clarified director's role in calling 'halt' (even if judges do not call 'point' first) 
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